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Abstract

tation. However, the fact that UML lacks a precise semantics is a serious drawback of UML-based techniques.
On the other hand, B[1] is a formal software development method that covers software process from the abstract
specification to the executable implementation. A strong
point of B (over other formal methods like Z and VDM) is
support tools like AtelierB [16], B-Toolkit [2]. Most theoretical aspects of the method, such as the formulation of
proof obligations, are done automatically by tools. Provers
are also designed to run automatically and reference a large
library of mathematical rules, provided with the system. All
of these points make B be well adapted in large scale industrial projects [3]. However, as a formal method, B is still
difficult to learn and use.
As pointed out in the literature [15, 5], an appropriate combination of object-oriented techniques and formal
methods can give rise a practical and rigorous software development. For this objective, a promising approach is to
derive B specifications from UML specifications [12, 13].
This allows one to rigorously verify UML specifications by
analyzing derived B specifications, thanks to powerful support tools of B.
The perspectives to analyze UML specification via the
derived B specification can be found in [8]. Afterwards,
we only consider the problem of the automatic UML-toB derivation. The dissertations of Meyer [12] and Nguyen
[13] presented a set of rules for mapping UML static diagrams into B. Certain elements in UML behavioral diagrams like state and transition were also considered. So far,
the problem of modeling UML behavioral diagrams in B
has been an open issue since existing proposals to formalize
in B class operations, events and use cases are not appropriate. For instance, they could not be applied to model in B
class operations involving data from several classes.
In this paper, we first present an approach for modeling
class operations in B. Then we show the way to translate

An appropriate approach for translating UML to B formal specifications allows one to use UML and B jointly in
an unified, practical and rigorous software development.
We formally analyze UML specifications via their corresponding B formal specifications. This point is significant
because B support tools like AtelierB are available. We can
also use UML specifications as a tool for building B specifications, so the development of B specifications become
easier.
In this paper, we address the problem of automatic
derivation from UML behavioral diagrams into B specifications, which has been so far an open issue. A new approach
for modeling class operations in B is presented. Each class
operation is mapped into a B operation. A class operation
and its involved data are mapped into the same B abstract
machine (BAM). The class operation calling-called dependency is used to arrange derived B operations into BAMs.
For each calling-called pair of class operations, the B operation of the called operation participates in the implementation of the B operation of the calling operation.
Keywords: UML, class operation, B method, B abstract
machine(BAM), B operation.

1 Introduction
The Unified Modeling Language (UML)[14] has become a de-facto standard notation for describing analysis
and design models of object-oriented software systems. The
graphical description of models is easily accessible. Developers and their customers intuitively grasp the general
structure of a model and thus have a good basis for discussing system requirements and their possible implemen1

UML behavioral diagrams (interaction and activity) into B
specifications. Like the work of Meyer and Nguyen, we
model each class operation by a B operation. But our approach differs from theirs by proposing to group the class
operation and its involved data in the same BAM. Thus,
the problem of modeling in B the class operation effect is
solved. Furthermore, to conserve the modularity of derived
B specifications, we use the class operation calling-called
dependency 1 to arrange derived B operations into different
BAMs.
Section 2 introduces an example, which is used through
the whole presentation. Section 3 recalls main achievements of the research in the UML-B derivation and approaches the problem of modeling in B class operations.
Section 4 presents intuitively our ideas for modeling class
operations in B. A procedure for automatically deriving B
specifications from UML specifications is presented in Section 5. Discussions in Section 6 conclude our presentation.
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Figure 1. Class diagram of the pump component

2 Case study : the pump component
In an extended version of this paper [9] we presented an
UML specification of the pump component. This specification is extracted from a case study of a system controlling
petrol dispensing, customer payment handling and petrol
tank level monitoring as described in chapter 6 of [6]. We
have only developed the class and collaboration diagrams.
The class diagram provides the structure of the component,
while collaboration diagrams describe the global behavior
of the component. For reasons of space, we introduce here
only the class diagram in this UML specification as described in Figure 1.
The class operation calling-called dependency in Figure
2 is automatically derived from collaboration diagrams in
[9]; the name of each class operation is preceded by the
class name and “::” in order to clearly distinguish the operations with the same name from different classes; for reasons
of space, we omit operation arguments. Notice also that the
operations written in bold italic letters are derived from the
aggregation amongst classes in the class diagram.
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Figure 2. The calling-called dependency of
class operations in Figure 1

they consist of variables, invariance properties relating to
those variables and operations. The state of the system, i.e.
the set of variable values, is only modifiable by operations.
BAMs can be composed in various ways. Thus, large systems can be specified in a modular way, possibly reusing
parts of other specifications. B refinement can be seen as an
implementation technique but also as a specification technique to progressively augment a specification with more
details until an implementation that can be translated into a
programming language like ADA, C or C++. At every stage
of the specification, proof obligations ensure that operations
preserve the system invariant. A set of proof obligations
that is sufficient for correctness must be discharged when a
refinement is postulated between two B components.

3 UML-B derivation
3.1 The B Method
B [1] is a formal software development method that covers the software process from specification to implementation. The B notation is based on set theory, the language
of generalized substitutions and first order logic. Specifications are composed of BAMs similar to modules or classes;
1 A calling-called pair relates a class operation - the calling operation to one of its realization class operations - the called operation.
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3.2 State of the art

“USES” the BAM of its superclass. Examples for the formalization in B of inheritance can be found in chapter 6 of
Meyer’s dissertation [12].
The important idea in the work of Meyer and Nguyen for
modeling in B class diagrams is that one BAM is created for
each class: attributes are modeled as B variables; class operations become B operations in the BAM. At first glance, this
seems evident, however, at a closer inspection, the concept
of class and the concept of BAM do not coincide with each
other. A class operation can affect the data from different
classes but a B operation affects only data declared in the
same BAM. For this reason, only simple class operations
like constructor, destructor or operations that set or query
the value of each attributes (selector and mutator), which
are local to classes, can be actually modeled. We could not
model non basic class operations involving several classes.
  #"$"
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Consider the modeling in B of the 
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class operation, which modify  
"$"  
and ( )
variables (cf. the schema operation of
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%!2 '  ( ) in [6]). In the Holster BAM, it is
impossible to access and modify the gun status B variable
from the Gun BAM. In the BAM, which includes Holster
and Gun, it is not possible to explicitly express modifications of holster switch Status and gun status B variables
declared in the included BAMs. Moreover, since the existing proposals only used the BAM construct and the B
inclusion mechanism, we cannot model the sequential calls
of operations in collaboration or activity diagrams realizing
non basic class operations. Consequently, the realization of
non-basic class operations is also glossed over. Thus, with
the current UML-B derivation schemes, we cannot translate
interaction diagrams like sequence and collaboration to B.

In [12, 13], Meyer and Nguyen proposed a set of precise rules for mapping UML class diagrams into B. Each
 
class is formally derived by a Class BAM. Class
declares a CLASS B deferred set that models the instance
  
 
space of
. The set of the effective instances of
is modeled by a class B variable constrained to be a sub
set of CLASS. For each
attribute, a class attr B variable2 is created and defined in the INVARIANT clause as a
binary relation between class and the Type attr B set mod
 
eling the  
type of
. This binary relation may
be refined in a more sophisticated relation, such as function,

bijection etc, according to the additional features of
.
Figure 3 shows a BAM and its data which are derived from

the  
 class presented in Figure 1.
MACHINE Holster
SETS
HOLSTER;
HOLSTER SWITCH STATUS =  holster depressed,holster released
VARIABLES
holster,
holster switch Status
INVARIANT
holster 
HOLSTER 
holster switch Status 
holster 
HOLSTER SWITCH STATUS
...
END

Figure 3. Modeling in B the  
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An
association between
and
classes
is identified by couples of instances. It is naturally expressed as a ass B variable of type of the binary relation
(maybe a more sophisticated relation according to the multiplicity and other constraints of association) between class1
  
and class2 B variables. If
is a non-fixed association3
 
gives rise to a new BAM, otherwise ass B variable
then
is attached to one of Class1 or Class2 BAMs. The aggregation and composition has also been modeled in B according
to their semantics described in [14]. As an example, the ag 
gregation between ! and  
 classes in Figure 1 is
expressed as the holsterPump B variable (Figure 4), which
is a bijection from the pump B variable into the holster B
variable.
For the inheritance relationship, the current work of
Meyer and Nguyen deal appropriately with domain classes
but not with design and implementation classes. The B variable of a subclass in a specialization hierarchy is a subset of
the B variable of its superclass. The BAM of a subclass

4 Modeling class operations in B
4.1 Grouping data and operation
By grouping a class operation and its related data in
the same BAM, the problem of modeling class operations
in B becomes one of how B substitutions can be used to
express the pre-/post condition of the operation. This is
similar to model in B basic operations as described in the
work of Meyer and Nguyen. Figure 4 shows the MachineA
BAM which contains the holster remove Gun B operation
  1"$"
corresponding to the  

%!2 '  ( ) class operation; in the data declaration section (SETS, VARIABLES
and INVARIANT clauses) of MachineA we notice the presence of data which are derived from different classes related
 3"4"
 %

%!2'  () ; those are  
 , () ,  !
to  
and their associations.
We may create one BAM for the whole set of collaborating classes of a component’s UML specification4 ; the BAM

2 We use class name as the prefix for the B name of the elements inside
a class in order to clearly distinguish the elements having the same name
from different classes.
3 The association between two classes whose instances are independently created/deleted in comparison with the instances of related classes.

4 We consider here a component’s

3

UML specification consists of classes

MACHINE MachineA
...
SETS
...
HOLSTER;GUN;PUMP;
GUN STATUS =  gun enabled,gun disabled  ;
HOLSTER SWITCH STATUS =  holster depressed,holster released
VARIABLES
...
holster,gun,pump,gun status,
holster switch Status,holsterPump,gunPump
INVARIANT
...
HOLSTER  gun 
GUN 
holster 
pump 
PUMP 
holster switch Status 
holster 
HOLSTER SWITCH STATUS
gun status  gun 
GUN STATUS 
holsterPump  pump 6 5 holster 
gunPump  pump 6 5
gun
INITIALISATION
...

them either in the same BAM or in two BAMs; if AB and
AC come from the same class, it is recommended to group
them in the same BAM (this is the case for basic operations
of a class).
In Figure 5 the MachineA BAM is implemented in
the MachineA imp B implementation that imports the
"$" DE
 )
 ,
MachineB BAM. In MachineB we model ( )
  1"$"  
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and
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!
)AF !  class operations that are called oper  3"$"
ations of 

%!2 '  ( ) (Figure 2). As we can
see, data in MachineB are identical to MachineA data since
they are all derived from the same classes involved by
  1"$"
 

%!2 '  ( ) . This point is explicitly asserted in
the INVARIANT clause of MachineA imp. For this purpose,
and by the nature of the B language, MachineB is renamed
in the IMPORTS clause of MachineA imp so that we can
distinguish two set of data in MachineA and in MachineB.
Several remarks should be made:





OPERATIONS
...
holster remove Gun 7 hh 8#9
pre
hh  holster 
holster switch Status(hh) 9
holster depressed
then
holster switch Status(hh) : 9
holster released ;
gun status 7 gunPump 7 holsterPump <=>7 hh 8?8@8 := gun enabled
end
END

H the similar idea has been used in our previous work
for modeling use cases [7]. We can also extend this
approach to model events in state-chart diagrams [10];

H we have recently discovered that the B refinement con-

Figure 4. Holster remove Gun B operation mod % #"4"

%!2'  () class operation
els  

struct and B inclusion mechanism are also appropriated to model the class operation calling-called dependency. However, in this paper we only speak of using
B implementation/import dual;

H our approach for modeling in B the class operation

data are derived from the whole class diagram and the operations are all class operations. However, grouping all the
class operations in the same BAM prevents us from modeling the class operation calling-called dependency; for exam #"4"   
  #"$"
ple, if  

   and  

-!2'  ( )
are modeled in the same BAM then we are not able to model
 #"4"   
the fact that  

   appears in the realization
  #"$"
of  

-!2'  ( ) . This is because a B operation
cannot call another one in the same BAM. In other words,
we must create several BAMs for class operations in order
to model the class operation calling-called dependency.

calling-called dependency is only appropriate if there
is no circular calling-called dependency amongst class
operations. Consider three class operations AEI , A J
and AK . Assume that: AEI calls A J ; A J calls A K
and A K calls AEI . So the BAM for AEI is implemented
by importing the BAM of A J which in turn is implemented by importing the BAM of A K . Because A K
calls AEI , the BAM of A K is implemented by importing the BAM of AEI . This situation is impossible in B
[1];

H by using the B implementation/import dual to model

4.2 Modeling the class operation calling-called dependency

the class operation calling-called dependency, we cannot implement the concurrency inside class operations.
This is due to restrictions of B with respect to the implementation construct. Indeed, in a B implementation operation we cannot express two operation calls
concurrently. We have thought about using B refinement/includes to deal with this problem, however this
discussion is not the purpose of this paper.

The intuitive idea is to separate a calling operation from
its called operations; if A B and A C class operations form
a calling-called pair, then AB and A C are modeled in two
different BAMs that we call MachineA and MachineB. In
the implementation of MachineA we import MachineB so
we can call the OpB B operation in the implementation of
the OpA B operation; in the case of neither AB nor A C
calling the other, they are independent and we can model

Apart from circular class operation calling-called dependency and without the concurrency inside class operations,
we have proposed two procedures to arrange class operations into layers from which BAMs are created (cf. Section

whose object collaborate with each other.

4

bottom layer.

IMPLEMENTATION MachineA imp
REFINES MachineA
IMPORTS im.MachineB
INVARIANT
holster 9
im.holster 
gun 9
im.gun 
pump 9
im.pump 
...
OPERATIONS
...
holster remove Gun 7 hh 839
var pp,gg in
im.pumpOfHolster 7 hh 8NM
pp L
gg L
im.gunOfPump 7 pp 8NM
im.holster release(hh) M
im.gun enable(gg)
end
END

(c) Creating intermediate layer(s): from the top
layer, we find all operations which have only the
calling operations in the top layer and also have
some called operations; if there is no such operation (i.e we encounter the bottom layer) then we
should stop, otherwise the obtained operations
form the first intermediate layer.
We repeat this step but this time we find the operations which have calling operations in the top
layer or in the previous intermediate layers until
we encounter the bottom layer.

MACHINE MachineB

2. Application to the case study

/ O the data in MachineB are identical to the data in MachineA O /

It is easy to check that there is no circular class operation calling-called dependency in Figure 2. By applying the division procedure on this set of class operations, we obtain three operation layers: the top, the
bottom and one intermediate layer as represented in
Figure 6; in this Figure, each arrowed line comes from
a calling operation to one of its called operations.

OPERATIONS
...
pre hh  holster 
holster release 7 hh 839
holster switch Status(hh) 9
holster depressed
then
holster switch Status(hh) : 9
holster released
end;
gun enable 7 gg 8#9
pre gg  gun
then
gun enabled
gun status(gg) : 9
end;
pp L
pumpOfHolster 7 hh 819
pre hh  holster then
pp : 9
holsterPump <=>7 hh 8
end;
gunOfPump 7 pp 839
gg L
pre pp  pump then
gg : 9
gunPump 7 pp 8
end
END

Figure 5. Modeling the class
calling-called dependency

From operation layers in Figure 6, if we create one BAM
for each layer then we have three BAMs: SystemMachine
for operations in the top layer; IntermediateMachine for
the intermediate layer and BasicMachine for the bottom
layer. However, there is still a problem. Indeed, the operations modeled in SystemMachine depend at the same
time on operations modeled inside IntermediateMachine
and BasicMachine.
Thus, both IntermediateMachine
and BasicMachine are imported in the implementation
of SystemMachine. In B, this is not allowed since
BasicMachine is also imported in the implementation of
IntermediateMachine.
To remedy such a situation which is often encountered in
operation layers, certain operations should be duplicated in
several layers as described in the duplication procedure.

operation

5): (i) the division procedure divides the class operations
into layers such that operations in the same layer are independent of each other and they only depend on operations in
lower layers; and (ii) the duplication procedure modifies
the operation layers obtained from the division procedure
such that operations in one layer, which differs from the
bottom layer, have only called operations in the next lower
layer.

4.4 Duplication procedure
1. Intuitive idea
Let us introduce some conventions; given an A op
 ,P
 AQ the layer
eration, a layer, we denote:
in which A is found by applying the division pro/ PR

cedure;  
) Q the set of upper layers of ;
,PT


)S

Q the next upper layer of (if differs
from the top layer).

4.3 Division procedure
1. Intuitive idea
(a) Creating the top layer: all the operations which
do not have any calling operations but have some
called operations form the top layer.

The goal of the duplication procedure is to duplicate several operations in several layers so that each
A operation is only called by operations from the
,PT ,P
)S

  AQ>Q layer.

(b) Creating the bottom layer: all the operations
which do not have any called operations form the
5

Top Layer

Gun::depress_Trigger

Gun::release_Trigger
Holster::replace_Gun

Holster::remove_Gun

Pump::enable_Pump

Intermediate Layer

Pump::enable

Pump::delivery_Complete

Bottom Layer

Holster::depress Pump::pumpOfId

Holster::release

Gun::disable
Pump::idOfPump

Delivery::Delivery

Display::read_Display Motor::stop
Clutch::engage

Gun::enable
Clutch::free

Pump::displayOfPump

Pump::disable_Local

Motor::start

Display::reset Pump::is_Disabled
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Pump::is_Enabled
Gun::depress_Trigger_Local
Gun::release_Trigger_Local
Gun::is_Enabled
Gun::pumpOfGun
Pump::clutchOfPump

Pump::gunOfPump

Holster::pumpOfHolster
Display::pulse

Figure 6. Pump operation layers obtained by the division procedure

(a) Duplicating one operation in the next upper layer: given an A operation that is not
in the top layer and is a called operation of
some operations in upper layers. We add in the
,PR ,P
)S
 
  AQUQ layer an A V ! operation (the renaming is not necessary, however we
use it to respect the previous work in [9]) which
is identical to A . We then replace all references
/ PT ,P
from
operations in   
)
  AQ>QXW
Y
2PR ,P
) S
 
  AQUQXZ layers to A by the
references to A V ! . We add also a reference
from A V! to A . This special reference can be
interpreted as the fact that A V ! and A form a
calling-called pair.

note 4 in Section 4), a component’s UML specification consists of collaborating classes whose objects collaborate with
each other in order to carry out the system operation [6] of
the component.

5.1 The generic derivation procedure
1. Dividing class operations into layers
(a) Establishing the class operation calling-called
dependency: we browse all realization diagrams
of class operations (usually the collaboration or
activity diagrams [4]) and collect calling-called
pairs of class operations.

(b) Duplicating one operation in several upper
layers: we repeat the above step for all applicable situations.

(b) Checking non-circular class operation callingcalled dependency: we create an oriented graph,
each node of which corresponds to a class operation. Each calling-called pair gives rise to an
edge from the node of the calling operation to
the node of the called operation. We use a graph
algorithm to verify if the graph contains a cycle.
The fact of having no cycle in the graph means
that there is no circular class operation callingcalled dependency; in that case we can continue
in further steps, otherwise we must re-negotiate
with the developer of the UML specification.

2. Application to the case study
In Figure 6, the operations written in bold letters are
operations to be duplicated in the intermediate layer.

5 Developing B specifications from UML
specifications
In this section we apply the division and the duplication
procedures for developing the B specification of a component from its UML specification. As noticed earlier (Foot-

(c) Applying the division procedure.
6

(d) Applying the duplication procedure on the obtained class operation layers: the class operation layers obtained in the previous step is updated by the duplication procedure to ensure that
each operation is only called by operations in the
next upper layer.

invariant in implementation is used to assert the
identity of two sets of data (Figure 5).
Given A , A V ! a duplicated-duplicating operation
pair. The Op Dum B operation is identical to Op B
operation (duplication) in the created BAMs. But in
the implementation of Op Dum it is sufficient to call
Op.

(e) Applying the duplication procedure with orphan system operations: sometimes we encounter in the bottom layer (or even in an intermediate layer) some system operations. Since
they are system operations, we must model them
in the SystemMachine BAM (cf. subsequent
steps). However, according to their layer, they
must be modeled in the BasicMachine BAM or
in an IntermediateMachine BAM (cf. subsequent
steps). To solve this conflict we use the duplication procedure to duplicate orphan system operations in all upper layers of its current layer.

5.2 Application to the case study
In the complete UML specification given in [9], there are
only collaboration diagrams acting as realization diagrams.
The class operation calling-called dependency (Figure 2) is
therefore derived from those collaboration diagrams.
+  "4"  
  
 operation (Figure 6) is the
The V
unique orphan system operation in our example. By
applying the duplication procedure twice for this operation in the intermediate and the top layers we cre+  "$"  
ate V
  
 V! in the intermediate layer and
+  "$"  
V   
 V! V ! in the top layer.
Presently, we create three BAMs corresponding to three operation layers.
SytemMachine for
the top layer; IntermediateMachine for the intermediate layer and BasicMachine for the bottom
layer. The SystemMachine imp B implementation of
SystemMachine imports IntermediateMachine(renamed);
the IntermediateMachine imp B implementation of
IntermediateMachine imports BasicMachine (renamed).

2. Creating BasicMachine: we can create firstly BAMs
for classes and non-fixed associations by using rules
of Meyer and Nguyen. B operations in those BAMs
are found in the bottom layer of class operation layers.
The BasicMachine BAM is then created by including
all BAMs for class and association. We also promote
all operations of included machines.
3. Creating
SystemMachine
and
IntermediateMachine(i):
operations
in
SystemMachine correspond to system operations
of the component. In the class operation layers, those
are operations on the top layer. We derive the data of
SystemMachine from the whole class diagram of the
component.

SystemMachine
REFINES
IMPORTS
SystemMachine_imp
INCLUDES
USES
IntermediateMachine

SEES

For the intermediate layer number i (from
the top layer) we create a BAM called
IntermediateMachine(i).
By definition, the data
of IntermediateMachine(i) are data derived from the
whole class diagram of the component. In the created
BAM we model the operations from the associated
layer.

IntermediateMachine_imp

Types

BasicMachine

Delivery

4. Implementing
SystemMachine
and
IntermediateMachine(i):
as stated earlier,
SystemMachine and IntermediateMachine(i) (if
any) are implemented by the BAM in the next lower
layer. The implemented BAM and the imported BAM
have identical data (because data in both BAM are
all derived from the same class diagram). Hence, as
noticed in section 4.2 the imported BAM is renamed
(Figure 5) so that we have two distinct sets of data and
one (of the imported BAM) implements (identically)
the other (of the implemented BAM). The gluing

Display

Pump

Aggregat

Gun

Holster

Motor

Figure 7. Architecture of the B specification
for the pump component

Figure 7 represents the architecture of the B specification
derived from class and collaboration diagrams of the pump
component. For reasons of space, the code of the B specification, which is given in the extended version, is omitted in
7

this paper.
BasicMachine, by definition, includes BAMs derived
from classes and associations. In our example, we create only one Aggregat BAM for the aggregation amongst
the ! class and its component classes. The associa+
'   is translated by the USES
tion between  ! and V 
link from Delivery to Pump according to the rules given by
Meyer and Nguyen.
 0
As noticed in [9], A  and ([ BV \ data types are
defined in other components but they are referenced in
+
+ 
V '   and V   classes. Those data types are
modeled in a special BAM called Types that is seen
(the “SEES” link) by Delivery, Display, SystemMachine
and IntermediateMachine BAMs where are modeled the
 0
data of A  and ([ BV \ types. Furthermore, by definition SystemMachine imp and IntermediateMachine imp
also “SEES” Types.
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6 Conclusion
In this paper, we present an approach for modeling class
operations in B. Our approach overcomes shortcomings
of the existing approaches by taking into account: (i) the
calling-called dependency amongst class operations and (ii)
the binding between an operation and its concerned data.
We also showed a way to translate UML realization and
class diagrams into B specifications. Three procedures proposed in this paper are implementable to generate the architecture of B specifications from UML specifications. The
data, the skeleton of B operations in the B specification are
also automatically derived. In order to complete B specifications, we must fill up the body of B operations.
Automation of the generation of B operations is our further study objectives. For this purpose, we propose to attach
to each class operation an OCL-based pre/-post specification. Hence, the abstract content of B operations can be
derived by using OCL-B rules of Marcano and Lévy [11].
The implementation content of B operations for non-basic
class operations is derived from realization diagrams of the
considered operation. The precise rules will be envisaged in
a later stage. In addition, the support tool for automatically
translating class diagrams into B specifications developed
by Meyer [12] will be extended to take into account UML
behavioral diagrams.
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